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ABSTRACT

Expansion of an unstable GAA�TTC repeat in the first
intron of the FXN gene causes Friedreich ataxia by
reducing frataxin expression. Deficiency of frataxin,
an essential mitochondrial protein, leads to pro-
gressive neurodegeneration and cardiomyopathy.
The degree of frataxin reduction correlates with
GAA�TTC tract length, but the mechanism of reduc-
tion remains controversial. Here we show that
transcription causes extensive RNA�DNA hybrid
formation on GAA�TTC templates in bacteria as
well as in defined transcription reactions using T7
RNA polymerase in vitro. RNA�DNA hybrids can also
form to a lesser extent on smaller, so-called ‘pre-
mutation’ size GAA�TTC repeats, that do not cause
disease, but are prone to expansion. During in vitro
transcription of longer repeats, T7 RNA polymerase
arrests in the promoter distal end of the GAA�TTC
tract and an extensive RNA�DNA hybrid is tightly
linked to this arrest. RNA�DNA hybrid formation
appears to be an intrinsic property of transcription
through long GAA�TTC tracts. RNA�DNA hybrids
have a potential role in GAA�TTC tract instability
and in the mechanism underlying reduced frataxin
mRNA levels in Friedreich Ataxia.

INTRODUCTION

RNA�DNA hybrid formation is most often associated
with DNA replication, where a role for the hybrid as the
primer for DNA synthesis is well known (1). Other uses
are less clear, and cells possess a host of activities to
prevent or remove the hybrids, suggesting that
RNA�DNA hybrids may not be generally beneficial.
For instance, even simple RNA polymerases such as T7
RNAP separate the template from the nascent RNA,
which threads out of the polymerase through a positively

charged exit pore (2,3). In addition, multi-subunit RNA
polymerases such as that of Escherichia coli have a ‘lid’
element that functions to separate RNA from the
RNA�DNA hybrid in the active site, guiding it to the
exit pore and inhibiting the formation of long RNA�DNA
hybrids even on single-stranded templates (4,5).
RNase H activities that specifically digest the RNA in

an RNA�DNA hybrid are ubiquitous in both prokaryotes
and eukaryotes (6). Also widely expressed are topoisome-
rases, which can remove the negative supercoils that favor
RNA�DNA hybrid formation (7). Topoisomerase activity
may be particularly crucial to reducing RNA�DNA hybrid
formation because a domain of negative supercoiling
is generated behind a transcribing RNA polymerase (8,9).
Ribosomes coat the nascent transcript during
co-transcriptional translation in bacteria and a faster
RNA polymerase such as T7 will outrun the ribosomes
leaving the transcript open to RNase digestion (10).
Bound ribosomes may also discourage re-annealing to the
template as translation inhibitors can increase RNA�DNA
hybrid formation in bacteria (11). In eukaryotes, several
different co-transcriptional systems may inhibit re-anneal-
ing by coating the nascent transcript as part of their
functions in mRNP maturation. Furthermore, chromatin
would further limit the accessibility of template DNA to
RNA after transcription is completed.
In yeast, the THO/TREX system couples transcription

elongation to mRNA export (12). The THO complex
associates with sites of active transcription and recruits
mRNA export proteins such as Sub2 and Yra1 to the
nascent transcript (13,14). Many components of the THO/
TREX complex are conserved between yeast and higher
eukaryotes, but the order of loading is not. Unlike yeast,
where the THO complex associated with the transcribing
polymerase recruits splicing factors (14), the metazoan
THO/TREX complex is itself recruited to mRNA during
splicing by serine-arginine-rich (SR) splicing factors (15).
Breakdowns in co-transcriptional RNA processing

due to mutations affecting THO/TREX can lead to
RNA�DNA hybrid formation, impaired transcription
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elongation and increased genomic instability in yeast (16–
18). Depletion of an SR protein called alternative splicing
factor/splicing factor 2 (ASF/SF2) in the avian B-cell line
DT40 will also cause RNA�DNA hybrid formation and
genome instability (19). In both cases, RNA�DNA hybrids
link impaired co-transcriptional RNA–protein interac-
tions to genomic instability (18,19).
Some sequences have an intrinsic propensity to form

RNA�DNA hybrids that may overcome co-transcriptional
mechanisms repressing hybrid formation. For example,
immunoglobulin class switch regions have long been
known to form RNA�DNA hybrids when transcribed
in vitro. Notably, the hybrids only form if the sequences
are transcribed in the physiological direction to make a
purine-enriched transcript (20,21).
The most common inherited ataxia, Friedreich ataxia

(FRDA), is caused by expansion of an unstable
GAA�TTC trinucleotide repeat within the first intron of
the frataxin gene (FXN) (22). There is a direct relationship
between the length of the expanded repeats and disease
severity (23,24), reflecting reduced frataxin expression.
However, the causes of GAA�TTC repeat instability are
poorly understood and the means by which expanded
repeats suppress gene expression are controversial
(25–30). Most FRDA patients have intact frataxin-
coding sequences, so a refined understanding of factors
contributing to the transcript deficit and the repeat
instability will aid in the design of therapies.
We have previously demonstrated that a long

GAA�TTC tract forms a structural impediment to T7
RNA polymerase (28,31). Here we show that GAA�TTC
tracts have an intrinsic length-dependent propensity
towards RNA�DNA hybrid formation during trans-
cription, both in vitro and in living bacteria cells.
Furthermore, we show that an extensive RNA�DNA
hybrid is tightly linked to T7 RNA polymerase arrest on
templates that contain long GAA�TTC repeats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids

Uninterrupted (CAG�CTG)88 and (GAA�TTC)n repeats
were made by defined stepwise expansion of smaller units
cloned into a plasmid (pREX) designed for that purpose.
Asymmetric type IIS restriction digestion, fragment
purification and ligation to achieve that expansion has
been described (32). Plasmids bearing a self-cleaving
ribozyme 30 to (CAG�CTG)88 and (GAA�TTC)88 repeats
have been described (28). An SpeI–XbaI fragment was
excised from pREX(GAA)88 and inserted into pBAD18 to
make pBAD18(GAA)88. Plasmids were grown, and in vivo
experiments were carried out in bacterial strain XL-1 Blue
(Stratagene).

In vivo transcription

Vectors for bacterial transcription were under control
of the arabinose inducible BAD promoter (33). Bacterial
strain XL-1 Blue (Stratagene) containing plasmids with
zero repeats (pBAD18) or 88 GAA�TTC repeats
(pBAD18GAA88) were grown in parallel to mid-log

phase. Glucose or arabinose was added to 0.2% for
20min. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 378C in
pre-warmed holders. RNA and plasmid were rapidly
isolated using the GTC-acid phenol method (34). Samples
were treated with the single-strand specific RNases A
and T1 or with the combination of RNases A&T1 and
RNase H for 1 h at 328C. Samples were resolved on a 1%
agarose gel and stained with ethidium bromide after
electrophoresis.

In vitro transcription

RNA transcription from phage promoters was performed
in T7 transcription buffer (50mM HEPES, pH 8.0,
100mM NaCl, 20mM MgCl2, 10mM DTT and 0.5mM
each NTP) supplemented with 200U/ml RNase Inhibitor
(Ambion) in a final volume of 20 ml at 378C for 20min.
T7 RNA polymerase (Ambion) was used at a final con-
centration of 1000U/ml. Template concentrations (usually
�200 ng/reaction) were estimated by ethidium bromide
fluorescence. The 50 end of the transcript was labeled by
including [g-32P]-GTP (6000Ci/mmol). The gamma phos-
phate is retained only in the first position.

RNase digestion

RNase A and T1 (pre-mixed, Ambion) were used at a
concentration of 20 mg/ml and 1000U/ml, respectively, for
1 h at 378C in TE (10mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0, 1mM EDTA)
unless otherwise noted. RNase H (US Biochemical Corp.)
digestion was performed in the buffer supplied by the
manufacturer in the experiments where digestion followed
transcription. In most cases, RNase H digestion was
performed simultaneously with transcription in the T7
transcription buffer. To make an RNA marker ladder,
RNase T1 (Ambion) was titrated on end-labeled tran-
scripts containing (GAA)44 to obtain an appropriate
partial digest.

Primer extension

An oligodeoxyribonucleotide with the sequence (50-TGG
ACGAGTCTCGAGCAGCTGAAGCTTGCA-30) that
anneals from 71 to 40 bases 30 of the end of the TRS in
transcripts produced by T7 RNAP was synthesized using
standard phosphoramidite chemistry (Life Technologies).
The oligonucleotide (2 pmol) was end-labeled with
[g32P]GTP (6000Ci/mmol, PerkinElmer) using T4 poly-
nucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) in the supplied
buffer.

RNA was prepared for primer extension by performing
transcription reactions with T7 RNAP on a supercoiled
template containing (GAA�TTC)88 in the presence (2.0U)
or absence of RNase H for 1 h at 378C in a volume of
25 ml. The reactions were stopped by adding 200 ml stop
buffer (5mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, 0.2mg/ml Proteinase K
and 10 mg/ml tRNA) followed by incubation at 658C
for 20min. The RNA was then extracted with 200 ml
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), followed by
ethanol precipitation.

Primer extension was performed by taking aliquots of
the purified RNA resuspended in H2O (10ml) and adding
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2 ml of dilute kinased oligonucleotide (�0.1 pmol) followed
by heating to 708C for 10min and then chilled on ice. The
Superscript II, RNase H-reverse transcriptase first strand
synthesis kit (Life Technologies) was then used following
the manufacturers’ protocol.

Gel electrophoresis

Agarose gel electrophoresis was routinely performed in
1% agarose gels in TAE buffer (40mM Tris acetate, 2mM
EDTA at pH 8.0). Gels were stained with ethidium
bromide after electrophoresis. Radiolabeled reactions
were stopped by mixing with 50 ml of stop buffer (98%
deionized formamide, 10mM EDTA and 10 mg/ml
tRNA). The samples were ethanol precipitated, resus-
pended in a denaturing gel loading buffer (98% forma-
mide, 10mM EDTA and 0.05% bromophenol blue and
xylene cyanole) heated to 908C, and loaded on a pre-
warmed 6% polyacrylamide sequencing gel containing
8M urea. End-labeled pBR322 MspI digest (New England
Biolabs) and 10 bp ladder (Life Technologies) were used as
size markers. Images of radioactive gels were obtained
using FujiFilm type BAS III-S phosphorimaging screens
and a FujiFilm BAS 1500 reader. Analysis and quantita-
tion was performed with FujiFilm Image Gauge 3.0 (Mac)
software.

RESULTS

To investigate how expanded GAA�TTC tracts reduce
gene expression we constructed a series of plasmids
containing various lengths of the repeat and carried out
transcription reactions on these templates in vitro. We
noted that supercoiled plasmid templates with moderately
long GAA�TTC tracts exhibit a more relaxed mobility in
agarose gels after transcription if the product transcript
contained a GAA tract. For instance, in Figure 1A, the
native gel mobility of supercoiled plasmids carrying 0,
11 or 44 GAA�TTC repeats are shown in the first three
lanes. Following transcription by phage T7 RNA poly-
merase (Figure 1A, last three lanes), the templates are
partially obscured by transcripts, but it is clear that the
template with 44 triplet repeats has shifted to a more
relaxed mobility (gray arrowhead) rather than supercoiled
mobility (black arrow).

Treatment of the transcribed samples with RNase H,
which specifically degrades the RNA in an RNA�DNA
hybrid, returns the transcribed (GAA�TTC)44 template to
supercoiled mobility (Figure 1B, lane 3) indicating that the
source of the mobility change is an RNA�DNA hybrid and
not a nick in the template. Conversely, treatment with the
single-strand-specific RNases A and T1 after transcription
(Figure 1B, lanes 4–6) does not return the (GAA�TTC)44
template to supercoiled mobility, but reveals the appear-
ance of a series of partially relaxed conformers (small
arrows). Unwinding of the strand displaced by the R-loop
relaxes negative supercoils, and the degree of relaxation
reflects the length of the RNA�DNA hybrid (shown
schematically to the right in Figure 1B). Different lengths
of hybrid remain after single-strand-specific digestion
partly because random branch migration can make

single-stranded RNA ends available to the nucleases.
The examples shown were treated with RNases A and T1
in low salt (TE), which provides a greater range of
conformers than treatment in high salt which provides
greater RNase protection (data not shown). The templates
with 0 or 11 GAA�TTC repeats migrate with mobility
expected of supercoiled templates after all treatments.
The samples were extracted with phenol prior to electro-

phoresis, so the altered mobility of the (GAA�TTC)44
template is unlikely to represent preferential binding of T7
RNA polymerase or RNase A or T1 to the repeat tract.
Moreover, neither transcription of these same templates in
the opposite direction by SP6 RNA polymerase, nor
transcription of templates containing GAA�TTC repeats
cloned in the opposite direction by T7 RNA polymerase
produced RNA�DNA hybrids (data not shown). The
appearance of relaxed conformers that are resistant to
single-strand-specific RNases, but resolved by RNase H
indicates the presence of an rGAA�dTTC hybrid.

A persistent rGAA�dTTC hybrid forms in bacteria

To verify that RNA�DNA hybrid formation in the
GAA�TTC repeat was not restricted to in vitro transcrip-
tion with simple phage RNA polymerases, we extended
our analysis to transcription in bacteria. Plasmids were

Figure 1. Transcription through a long GAA�TTC tract results in
formation of an RNA�DNA hybrid. (A) The native gel mobility of
supercoiled templates carrying 0, 11 or 44 GAA�TTC triplets is shown
in the first three lanes and after transcription by T7 RNAP in the
second three lanes. The RNA product partially obscures the templates.
Gel mobilities of relaxed plasmids (gray arrowhead) and supercoiled
plasmids (black arrowhead) are indicated. (B) Treatment with RNase H
after transcription (first three lanes) returns the (GAA�TTC)44 template
to control mobility. Treatment with the single-strand-specific RNases
A and T1 (last three lanes) reveals conformers of the (GAA�TTC)44
template (small arrows) with mobilities approaching that of a fully
relaxed template (gray arrowhead). The degree of relaxation reflects the
length of the RNA�DNA hybrid, which unwinds negative supercoils as
indicated in the schematic to the right of the arrows. In contrast,
templates with 0 or 11 triplets retain the mobility of untranscribed
controls, regardless of treatment.
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made with either 0 or 88 GAA�TTC repeats downstream
of the sugar-regulated BAD promoter, which is induced
by arabinose and repressed by glucose (33). Transcription
of these plasmids was induced (or kept repressed) in live
cells. The plasmids were then rapidly purified at 378C
to avoid the enhanced formation of RNA�DNA hybrids
that may occur at lower temperatures (35). The plasmids
were subsequently analyzed for RNA�DNA hybrids by gel
electrophoresis, as in Figure 2.
The results shown in Figure 2 demonstrate that

persistent RNA�DNA hybrids readily form on
GAA�TTC tracts during transcription in bacteria. The
quantity of relaxed conformers formed after induction of
transcription in bacteria (second to the last lane in
Figure 2) rivals that attained during in vitro transcription.
The resolution of relaxed conformers in the last lane by
RNase H treatment verifies the RNA�DNA hybrid. The
degree to which RNA�DNA hybrids are evident on the
templates is particularly striking, because the bacterial
strain used is wild type for RNase H, suggesting that
the hybrids are formed more rapidly than they can be
removed during active transcription of these plasmid
templates.

The RNA�DNA hybrid can span the GAA�TTC repeat

A sensitive estimate of the propensity for an RNA�DNA
hybrid to form even transiently on a template can be
provided by following the products of transcription
coupled with RNase H digestion. T7 RNA polymerase
initiates transcription with a guanine, so inclusion of
gamma-labeled GTP in a transcription reaction allows for
the 50 end-labeling of transcripts during transcription,
without post-processing.
RNase H digestion coupled to end-labeled transcription

(Figure 3) confirms the length dependence of RNA�DNA
hybrid formation within the GAA�TTC tract seen in
the agarose gels of Figure 1. Only the template containing

44 triplets exhibits much RNase H sensitive material in
Figure 3 (lanes 6 and 8). As expected, formation of the
RNA�DNA hybrid target for RNase H is encouraged by
pre-existing negative supercoils in the template. However,
pre-existing negative supercoils are not required for
formation of rGAA�dTTC hybrids as these also form
on linear templates with a sufficiently long repeat tract
(lane 8).

The digestion of end-labeled reactions by RNase H also
provides a way to map the 50 limit of the hybrid within the
transcript. In order to prepare an accurate RNA sizing
ladder, we carefully titrated a (GAA)44 transcript with
RNase T1, which specifically cleaves 30 of single-stranded

Figure 3. The RNA�DNA hybrid extends to the promoter proximal
end of the repeat tract. Pairs of transcription reactions end-labeled by
including gamma 32P-GTP, were done in the absence (�) or presence
(+) of RNase H to map the 50 end of the RNA hybrid. Lanes 1–6
contain the end-labeled products derived from supercoiled templates
with 0 (lanes 1 and 2), 11 (lanes 3 and 4) or 44 (lanes 5 and 6)
GAA�TTC triplets. Lanes 7 and 8 contain the end-labeled products
derived from a linear (GAA�TTC)44 template. The most common end-
labeled fragments generated by RNase H were at or near the start of
the GAA tract in the templates with 44 triplets (lanes 6 and 12). Lane
13 contains a ‘G ladder’ from a partial RNase T1 digest of end-labeled
(GAA)44 transcript. The 30 end of the (GAA)44 tract at base 187 is
indicated by a thin arrow, the first G of the triplet repeat sequence, at
base 55 in the transcript 50 end is indicated by a thick arrow near the
bottom of the gel. Full-length transcripts are not resolved on this gel
(but see Figure 1).

Figure 2. Persistent RNA�DNA hybrids form during transcription of
GAA�TTC repeats in bacteria. The gel pictured shows the mobility of
templates isolated from bacteria in which transcription was repressed
by glucose (first 4 lanes) or induced by arabinose (last 4 lanes). The
plasmids were treated after isolation with the single-strand-specific
RNases A and T1. Some aliquots were additionally treated with RNase
H as indicated. The transcribed templates with 88 GAA�TTC triplets
show a fully or partially relaxed mobility when treated only with single-
strand-specific RNases (next to last lane). Treating an aliquot of the
same sample with RNase H returns the bulk of the plasmid to
supercoiled mobility in the last lane.
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G residues. The lane labeled T1 in Figure 3 contains a
partial digest of a 50 end-labeled (GAA)44 transcript by
RNase T1. Comparing the mobility of the major RNase H
product in lanes 6 and 8 to the partial digest indicates that
the 50 end of the RNA in the hybrid maps very close to the
50 end of the GAA tract in the transcript at base 55
(indicated by an arrow).

Transcription pauses are tightly linked to
RNA�DNA hybrid formation

An extended RNA�DNA hybrid has been proposed to
contribute to the arrest of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II
in vitro (36), and RNA�DNA hybrids have been linked to
transcription elongation deficits in yeast (16,17). We
have previously demonstrated that transcribing T7 RNA
polymerase will arrest in the distal part of a (GAA�TTC)88
repeat (28). We therefore investigated transcription and
concomitant RNase H digestion of GAA�TTC bearing
templates at high resolution, to determine whether
RNA�DNA hybrid formation correlated with polymerase
arrest.

We made plasmids containing trinucleotide tracts of
88 repeats between a T7 promoter and a self-cleaving
ribozyme, so that defined transcripts could be obtained
from a supercoiled template (28). The pre-existing
negative supercoils should encourage both structure
formation by the template and RNA�DNA hybrid
formation. We compared transcription in either direction
through the GAA�TTC repeat, with and without the
inclusion of RNase H. We performed this analysis on
another disease causing triplet repeat, CTG�CAG, in
parallel. The results of experiments like that shown in
Figure 4, indicate that transcription arrest in the TTC
repeat template is associated with RNA�DNA hybrid
formation.

In lanes 1 and 2 of Figure 4, the results obtained with a
(CTG�CAG)88 template show that neither transcription
arrest nor RNase H sensitive RNA�DNA hybrid forma-
tion is a general feature of triplet repeats. Although minor
stalling in the repeat is evident in lane 1, and faint product
bands are visible in the sample treated with RNase H in
lane 2, the degree to which these bands occur pales
in comparison to those obtained with the (GAA�TTC)88
template.

When the GAA�TTC template is transcribed in the
physiological direction (TTC template), the effect of
RNase H digestion is striking. T7 RNAP is paused with
increasing frequency towards the distal end of the repeat
(Figure 4, lane 3). RNase H treatment completely shifts
the pattern of pause sites from the distal half of the
GAA�TTC repeat, to sharp peaks in the promoter
proximal repeat (compare lanes 3 and 4 in Figure 4).
The shift suggests that RNA hybrid formation in the
entire repeat is tightly coupled to T7 RNAP arrest in the
distal half of the repeat. RNase H treatment did not
appreciably alter the pattern of stops that occurred
outside the GAA�TTC repeat.

The GAA�TTC repeat can impede transcription from
either direction. When transcription produces a UUC
product, transcripts are frequently truncated in the

promoter proximal half of the repeat (31). However,
RNase H does not affect the intensity or distribution of
truncation products from this direction of transcription in
the GAA�TTC repeat (compare lanes 5 and 6 in Figure 4).
In yeast, RNA�DNA hybrid formation can mediate

impaired transcription elongation at some distance down-
stream, due to tethering of RNA polymerase to the hybrid
(17). A self-cleaving ribozyme downstream of the hybrid
can free the polymerase from the tether (17). We were

Figure 4. RNA�DNA hybrids are associated with transcription arrest
on TTC templates in vitro. Pairs of transcription reactions were done in
the absence (�) or presence (+) of RNase H on supercoiled templates
containing the triplet repeat sequences (CTG�CAG)88 (lanes 1 and 2),
(GAA�TTC)88 (lanes 3 and 4) and (TTC�GAA)88 (lanes 5 and 6). The
gel image shows the products of those reactions. To the right of the gel
image the length in bases of select DNA size markers are indicated. At
the far right of the figure is a scan of lanes 3 (dark line) and 4 (gray
line) which highlights the RNase H mediated shift in truncation points
from promoter distal (arrowhead) to promoter proximal within the
GAA repeat. All the templates contain the sequence for a self-cleaving
ribozyme that cuts the transcript 270 bases 30 to the end of the repeat
tract producing a full-length transcript of 590 bases. Transcription from
the phage T7 promoter started 55 bases 50 to the GAA�TTC insert.
Transcripts were end-labeled by including gamma 32P-GTP in the
reaction.
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interested in whether a hybrid could form in the
GAA�TTC repeat without causing immediate arrest
within the repeat. We performed a variation on the
experiment shown in Figure 4, in order to focus on
polymerase that had made it beyond the repeat. In these
experiments, unlabeled transcription reactions were per-
formed in the absence or presence of RNase H. RNA
purified from these reactions was then used as a substrate
for primer extension by reverse transcriptase.
The results presented in Figure 5 show that if

transcription is performed in the presence of RNase H,
much of the primer extension product terminates within
the repeat. Stops in the RNA template 30 to the repeat are
similar in both lanes. The GAA portion of the RNA
apparently provides a good template for reverse tran-
scriptase, as there is little stopping evident within the
repeat in the absence of RNase H treatment. The extended
product from the primer reached the 30 end of the repeat
tract at 72 bases (arrow) and the 50 end of the transcript at
390 bases (near the top of the gel). The major RNase H
specific bands migrate close to the end of the TRS.
Thus, the transcripts those products represent had an
RNA�DNA hybrid within the repeat but extended at least
72 bases beyond the repeat tract. The RNA�DNA hybrid
did not extend beyond the repeat to the primer-binding
site in the species represented by truncations within the
repeat in Figure 5. We cannot estimate the degree to which

RNA�DNA hybrids were continuous through the repeat
and into the flanking sequence, since those would be
completely digested with RNase H, and not bind the
primer.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that stable RNA�DNA hybrids form
readily during transcription of GAA�TTC repeats in vitro
and in bacteria. The data indicate a strong propensity for
RNA�DNA hybrid formation in the GAA�TTC repeat,
link the hybrid to RNA polymerase arrest, and suggest
that hybrid formation during transcription is intrinsic to
long GAA�TTC repeats.

Other sequences that are purine-rich (especially G-rich)
on the non-template strand have also been shown to have
an intrinsic propensity to form RNA�DNA hybrids. For
example, the non-template strands of the immunoglobulin
class switch regions have a general purine bias featuring
repeated sequences that are 60–70% purine, as well as
regions of relatively uninterrupted purine runs (37). The
immunoglobulin class switch regions have long been
known to form RNA�DNA hybrids when transcribed
in vitro. Moreover, RNA�DNA hybrids form only if the
switch regions are transcribed in the physiological direc-
tion, suggesting a role for the hybrids in class switch
recombination (20,21). Bisulfite modification of single-
stranded cytosines displaced in the R-loop has been used
to verify that RNA�DNA hybrids do indeed form during
switch region transcription in activated B-cells (38). Thus,
the propensity that the immunoglobulin class switch
regions exhibit for RNA�DNA hybrid formation in vitro
manages to overcome mechanisms that repress hybrid
formation in the cell. While we would like to probe for
RNA�DNA hybrid formation in the native FXN
GAA�TTC repeat using bisulfite modification, it is not
possible due to the lack of cytosines on the non-template
strand. Moreover, while RNA�DNA hybrids have been
found to extend to some degree both upstream and
downstream of the purine-rich immunoglobulin switch
region repeats (39), we have found that the ends of the
GAA�TTC repeat act as a boundary to the hybrid.
Consequently, bisulfite modification of DNA flanking
the FXN repeat is not likely to be informative.

RNA�DNA hybrid formation adds to the already
extensive repertoire of non-B DNA structures that can
be adopted by GAA�TTC repeats. Like other uninter-
rupted purine�pyrimidine (R�Y) sequences, the repeat can
form intermolecular and intramolecular DNA triple
helices of either the R�R�Y or Y�R�Y configuration (40).
An attractive hypothesis for RNA�DNA hybrid formation
is a transient single-stranded state for the template strand
when the non-template strand is engaged as the third
strand in a triplex (20,21,41). Our working model, shown
in schematic form in Figure 6, assumes that the transcript
exits RNAP through the RNA exit pore in the normal
way. We posit that negative supercoiling behind the
advancing polymerase prompts formation of a short-lived
intramolecular R�R�Y triplex in the GAA�TTC tract. This
leaves part of the TTC template strand temporarily single

Figure 5. A class of transcripts cleaved by RNase H can extend beyond
the GAA�TTC repeat. (A) Primer extension provides high resolution
mapping of the 30 limit of the RNA�DNA hybrid within the transcript.
The supercoiled (GAA�TTC)88 template used in Figure 4 was
transcribed in the presence or absence of RNase H to provide RNA
for reverse transcriptase primer extension of an end-labeled 30 base
oligonucleotide that annealed from 72 to 42 bases beyond the 30 end of
the repeat in the transcript. Full-length extension to the 50 end of the
transcript yields a 390 base product in both samples. The major RNase
H cleavage endpoints are clustered within a couple of triplets from the
promoter distal end of the repeat sequence (arrow). (B) Experimental
design and interpretation.
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stranded. The transcript would then simply re-anneal to
the template strand after exiting RNA polymerase, with
lessened competition from the non-template strand. Once
annealed to the single-stranded region, the transcript can
further displace the non-template strand, as shown in
panel D of Figure 6. We have no evidence that the GAA
transcript acts as a third strand in a triplex, nor do we
think that it invades the duplex DNA independent of the
transcribing polymerase. Consequently, while chromatin
should inhibit access to the DNA by an exogenous
complementary RNA, co-transcriptional RNA�DNA
hybrid formation may bypass such inhibition because
RNA polymerase has locally dislodged the histones from
the template.
An alternative model for reduced non-template compe-

tition suggested for immunoglobulin RNA�DNA hybrid
formation is formation of G-quartet structures by the
G-rich non-template strand (42). However, G-quartets
are unlikely to contribute to hybrid formation in the
GAA�TTC repeat. Occupation of the non-template strand
by hairpin structures might also be expected to enhance
hybrid formation, and CAG�CTG repeats readily form
hairpins (43). We found that transcription through
supercoiled CAG�CTG templates did not lead to exten-
sive RNA�DNA hybrid formation. Thus, RNA�DNA
hybrid formation in the FRDA repeat is not simply the
consequence of potential structure formation by the non-
template strand or the enhanced ability of simple repeat
transcripts to re-anneal to the template at almost any
point of contact.
RNA�DNA hybrid formation is likely to be a combina-

tion of several factors. Structure formation by the non-
template strand may increase opportunities for the
transcript to anneal. The lack of complexity in the
repetitive sequence makes annealing simple. Indeed, it is
possible that misaligned pairing of the rGAA transcript to
the dTTC template contributes to the lack of branch
migration beyond the confines of the repeat tract. Finally,
the enhanced hybrid strength of rG�dC pairings and the
absence of the weaker, disrupting rU�dA hybrids con-
tribute to the stability of the rGAA�dTTC hybrid (44–46).
The importance of a purine-rich transcript to hybrid
stability is clear when considering transcription of the
GAA�TTC repeat in the non-physiological direction. The
GAA�TTC repeat has been shown by multiple groups to
adopt a stable intramolecular Y�R�Y triplex that leaves a
portion of the GAA strand unpaired (28,47,48). When
transcribed to make CUU, the GAA�TTC repeat also
forms an intramolecular acid stabilized Y�R�Y triplex
capable of blocking transcription elongation (28,31).
However, despite the single-stranded length of GAA
template strand that is a consequence of an intramolecular
triplex, we have found that the CUU transcript does not
form stable, or even detectable, RNA�DNA hybrids. This
is most likely due to the U-rich nature of the CUU
transcript. The rU�dA base pairs are weaker than dT�dA
base pairs because uracil lacks the C-5 methyl group of
thymine, which is thought to contribute to base-stacking
interactions (45).
In the physiological direction of transcription, we have

shown that an extensive RNA�DNA hybrid is tightly

Figure 6. Transcription-coupled RNA�DNA hybrid formation in a
GAA�TTC repeat. Model for transient transcription-dependent triplex
formation leading to an RNA polymerase pause and RNA�DNA hybrid
formation. The purine (GAA or R) strand of the repeat is red, the
pyrimidine (TTC or Y) strand is yellow and the flanking DNA is gray.
(A) A standing wave of negative supercoiling follows RNA polymerase.
At the transcription bubble, the non-template (GAA) strand is available
to fold back in an R�R�Y interaction; the template strand is covered by
RNA polymerase. (B) Rotation of the helix (curved arrow) as it winds
in the third strand relaxes the negative supercoils caused by transcrip-
tion and leaves a length of the template single-stranded. (C) RNAP is
impeded at the distal template–triplex junction and the nascent
transcript can anneal to the single-stranded stretch of template. (D)
The RNA�DNA hybrid displaces the much less stable triplex structure.
Structures of this type can account for the data generated by the
32P-end-labeled transcripts shown in lanes 3 and 4 of Figure 4.
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linked to T7 RNA polymerase arrest in a TTC repeat
template. In the nucleus, RNP formation should generally
help block formation of RNA�DNA hybrids. However,
in FRDA the GAA repeat within an FXN transcript
numbers hundreds to thousands and it is possible that
a protein with some specificity for rGAA is simply
insufficient to bind it all. Huertas and Aguilera found
that the selective transcription elongation impairment seen
in mutants of the yeast THO/TREX complex (16) was due
to RNA�DNA hybrid formation (17). Moreover, tran-
scription elongation was improved in these yeast mutants
if RNase H was over expressed, leading those authors to
suggest that impaired elongation was likely due to the
polymerase being tethered to an RNA�DNA hybrid (17).
The mechanism by which GAA�TTC expansions may

impede transcription elongation in human cells is still
unclear. Most models predict an obstruction to transcrip-
tion elongation within the repeat, mediated either by
DNA structure (25–27), or by altered chromatin (29,30).
Our working model for transcription inhibition differs
from most in that it predicts arrest downstream of a
structure that includes an RNA�DNA hybrid (28,49). The
results presented in Figure 4 lend further support for that
model, and link the RNA�DNA hybrid to transcription
arrest in vitro. On the other hand, experiments like that
shown in Figure 5 suggest that transcription arrest is
stochastic, as some transcripts extending beyond the
repeat had formed a hybrid within the repeat.
Large GAA�TTC expansions in FRDA are unstable

between generations (50,51) and show somatic mosaic
expansion in individuals (52) implying a high degree of
instability. While most long trinucleotide repeats are
unstable to some degree, with mismatch repair implicated
in their continued expansion with age (53,54), structure
formation by GAA�TTC repeats may provide additional
pathways to instability. We have shown that RNA�DNA
hybrids form even on ‘pre-mutation’ size GAA�TTC
repeats of about 40 triplets. This length does not cause
FRDA disease symptoms, but is near the threshold of
instability in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems.
Given the recent linking of RNA�DNA hybrid forma-
tion to genome instability (16–19), it is plausible that
RNA�DNA hybrid formation contributes to GAA�TTC
repeat instability in the cell.
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